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Digital Rim Lock - TRIPLEX

Multiple Access Modes:
Register up to 100 RFID tags
and 1 common pin number. It
also
comes
with
nonduplicable
high
security
mechanical keys and an
emergency recharge opening.

Random Security Coding:
Enter random fake numbers
before or after your password
in order to confuse people
peeping at you while opening
the door.
Multi-touch Security Feature:
Enter three random numbers
(displayed on the screen) after
entering your original pin
number to open the door. This
feature helps create additional
fingerprint residue on the
numeric
keypad
thus
preventing the original pin
number from being exposed.

Product Specification:
Article Number:
Dimension - Front & Rear Module:
For door thickness:
Material:
DIN:

912.06.397
72.65(W) x 180.25(H) x 20(D) mm
30 – 50 mm
Aluminium, Zinc & ABS
Left & right (non-handed)

Registration:
• RFID Tags
• Password

Up to 100
1 ( can be commonly used)

Numeric keypad type:
No. of mechanical keys:
Mortise lock type:
Battery:
Voltage:
Emergency External Power Supply:
Dual mode security:
Voice guidance:
Language:
Auto / manual locking mode selectable:
Hidden key cover:
Remote control compatible:
Cycle Testing:
MRP (INR):

Touch with LED backlight
2
Regular with a latch and deadbolt
1 set of 4 AA
6V
9 V (to be purchased separately)
Yes
Yes; mute operations possible
English
Yes
Yes
Yes (to be purchased separately)
1,00,000 cycles
21,855/-

Guest Password Facility:
Register a temporary 4 to 12
digit security code for a one
time use to let your guests
access entry to the property
without them knowing the
original pin number.

Forced Lock Feature:
Press the open/close button
located on the main body for 3
seconds to force lock the door
from inside. The door can only
be opened by using a
mechanical key from the
outside
(RFID
card
and
password entry won’t work)

Low Battery / Anti-Hacking and
Anti-Fire Alarm:
Designed for internal safety, this
model comes equipped with an
80 dB alarm which goes off
incase the batteries completely
run out of power or if there are
attempts to damage the lock or
force the door open. It also
comes with an anti-fire alarm
which gets activated if the heat
sensors detect an abnormal rise
in the room temperature (62˚C ±
5 ˚C). In this case the lock
automatically unlocks the door.

Note: The stocks for this lock are now available. Special prices valid only till stocks last.
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